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This booklet depicts what I believe to be one of the results of the industrial 
revolution and social media on humans. These two elements in the history of 
man kind brought the death of societies. There are various reasons for this tragic 
death. 

The industrial revolution started roughly in 1760’s and lasted till the 
1840(c). The industrial revolution like a drug brought about various 
benefits but unfotunately it brought the reign of the unliving society. This 
happened because their were a lot of advancements and this lead to 
people working harder and harder. Some might say that many unions 
and labour rights were introduced, but in reality this only covered 
the corporations and rights were only an abstract thought. So societies 
kept working and getting busy, business men kept becoming richer and 
societies kept on deteriorating. This continued and the industrial 
revolution period had stopped but it left repercussions, since people did 
not stop working but worked more day by day, dying and dying.

Social media  on the other hand is a rather modern issue. As the situation
became more grivious, technology advancements were on the rise and 
and still are. The internet was invented and it gave birth to web portals,
in which one can let others know what they are up to and simultaneously 
see what others are doing. Uploading photos, chatting, video conferencing, 
updating posts and the suffocation continues. People nowadays are more boring 
than a sloth. The majority of individuals in societies around the world are nearly 
all alienated by this phenomenon. 

Apart from being busy working, when they are free they are hipnotised 
in these online societies. People no longer go outside to wonder 
around and explore their surroundings. They no longer focus on their 
siblings’ lives, all they have to do is go on their wall and see what were they up 
to. Verbal communication is taking its last few breathes until it dies of
the biggest desease it encountered so far. 

Wars are brutal and they will never stop. 
However the war against Social Media is by far,
THE DEADLIEST WAR IN THE HISTORY OF HUMAN KIND! 
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An abstract photo of a railway, 
which is an invetion that was 
created in the industrial 
revolution, therefore, it 
represents the revolution 
period. The wall attached next to 
the railway represents the 
rigidness and the uncontrollable 
situation that it resulted in. 

People nowadays care more about 
the new technologies that they 
can use to follow their friends on 
Social Media. 



This picture depicts the ghost people, living in today’s 
societies. Ghosts that walk and run through the streets 
doing their errends. No one talks, no one looks, no one 
cares about you - all they care about is to get their job 
done. Thinking that if they do it, they would do society a 
favour. But the truth is that they are killing it by their
busy actions.
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This picture captures the busy city but simultaneously 
it also captures one of those who are deseased by 
the impacts of social media and work. Always busy,
so busy that their personality is fading away like it is 
shown in this photo. 



This is a depiction of the busy streets that are contagious
in today’s lifestyle. It depicts the lines that we constantly 
see around us, of people driving going on with their 
lives. Nowadays cars are not used to accommodate lives 
anymore but for people to surround themselves with 
more stuff to do.

LINES



This picture frames the lines of cars but it also includes 
the fence. The fence was captured to portray how people 
are locked in this hectic life and they are trapped in the 
business of the city. Forgeting that they exist not to work 
but to make a life worth living for.  

This is a depiction of the busy streets that are contagious
in today’s lifestyle. It depicts the lines that we constantly 
see around us, of people driving going on with their 
lives. Nowadays cars are not used to accommodate lives 
anymore but for people to surround themselves with 
more stuff to do.



The Observer, the one from the few that stops and looks 
around. The protagonist is aware of the hectic life that 
we are living today but he refuses to commit to the 
lifestyle change he is used to in the past. 
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The Observer, the one from the few that stops and looks 
around. The protagonist is aware of the hectic life that 
we are living today but he refuses to commit to the 
lifestyle change he is used to in the past. 

The protagonist in this photo is young but after his 
experience living his busy life, as represented in the 
texture on the ground, he stopped to live and go away 
with the busy uncommunicative society. 



This image is of an empty dining table. This shows the
opposite of busy as a result of the business occuring 
outside homes.This empty table with an old set up 
represents the busy people outside thier homes, 
alienated by their jobs or by their hunger to satisfy
others by posting on web portals. This photo also shows 
the contrast of the past life and the life we live today.

EMPTY SPACES



This photo was captured to view the contrast of the time 
before. Before people became so busy for individuals in a
society, empty roads meant that people are at home 
enjoying their lunch together. Nowadays an empty road 
often represents a deserted and a dangerous street. 



INNOCENCE 



This shot portrays a child playing with water. This 
point of view is captured in order to convey the 
innocence of children. Children, who are not diognosed 
with the bitterness of work and with social media. As one 
can notice children live and do not only exist. 

This landscape depicts a child wondering into the 
unknown, trying to explore. Living the simple life the 
child is an example of how life should be. 



This change in lifestyle can be also seen through
buildings. This chaotic photo of rooftops captures the 
stuffiness of buildings nowadays, which are an example 
of the life that we are living today. A life without space to 
live. 

This modern photo captures two high rise blocks that 
suffocate moreover the lives of individuals. Those in 
power construct more buildings, increasing the 
population in one space and decreasing liberty and 
peace. This helps individuals get used to the system of 
the society easier. 
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One can only truly comprehend how to start living, 
when understanding that life is there, all they have to do
is live it. In this street photograph rebellion is shown to 
portey the message, that is, if you know that you can live, 
rebel against the conformity and start doing so.

REBELLION



One can only truly comprehend how to start living, 
when understanding that life is there, all they have to do
is live it. In this street photograph rebellion is shown to 
portey the message, that is, if you know that you can live, 
rebel against the conformity and start doing so.

This typographic photo represents the rebellious actions 
one has to do in order to stop being controlled by 
socities’ new customs and not to be tangled in the 
busy’ness’ of life. 



Stop for a minute,
Look around you, 
Look at what you’ve been missing.

Do not let it go,
It is not worth it,
Think it through and through.

A.B.Carbott
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